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Abstract-A complete read channel device using PR-IV signal- 
ling and maximum likelihood detection is described. Descrip- 
tions, simulated performance and measured results of the digital 
adaptive feedback loops (AGC, FIR tap weights, DFE tap 
weights, frequency and phase) in the read channel are presented. 
Analog FIR filter and flash A/D converter performance is pre- 
sented. The weighted averaging servo demodulation technique 
used in the device is described and compared to integration. This 
monolithic CMOS device consumes less than 0.75 W when read- 
ing at 85 Mbps, and occupies a step-and-repeat area of 24.6 mm2. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While PRML (Partial Response, Maximum Likelihood) 
read channels have existed [l] for many years, monolithic 
implementations of the technique [2-51 have appeared only 
recently, and have suffered from high read mode power con- 
sumption, low maximum data rates, and high chip area. A 
large portion of these problems can be traced to the use of dig- 
ital filtering, in particular, to the use of digital FIR equaliza- 
tion, which, at current linewidths, and at the required speeds, 
is a very power and area intensive technique; in order to avoid 
this expense, an inadequate number of FIR taps has some- 
times been used [2], but this is not an appealing solution. In 
addition to the area and power benefits, it will be shown that 
the required resolution of the AID converter can be reduced 
when the FIR filter is analog. 

As track spacing in rotating media reduces each year, it 
should be obvious that a high-quality read channel is useless if 
i t  is coupled to a lower quality servo demodulator. While inte- 
grating servo demodulation is becoming more common, it has 
a complexity disadvantage when compared to peak detection. 
Weighted averaging demodulation, which will be presented 
here, is only slightly more complicated than peak detection, 
and can produce performance superior to integrating demodu- 
lation. 

As Viterbi detection has been well described elsewhere 
[ 1,6-71, it will not be discussed here. This paper focuses on the 
read channel and the servo demodulation; the ENDEC, write 
precompensation, clock synthesizer, pulse position detector, 
serial interface, power control, and testability circuitry will 
also not be discussed here. 
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Fig. 1. A simplified block diagram of the read channel. Heavy lines denote 
digital busses. 

In section 11, the read channel of the device is described and 
the decision directed adaptation algorithms of the various 
feedback loops are described. Section I11 provides analysis 
and simulated performance of these systems; in section IV, 
experimental results are presented. Simulated and measured 
performance of the servo demodulation are examined in sec- 
tion V. Naturally, a summary is provided as section VI. 

11. READ CHANNEL DESCRIPTION 

Refemng to fig. 1, the signal path through the read channel 
starts with the VGA where the digitally closed AGC loop 
directs the addition of sufficient gain to force the signal level 
coming out of the AID converter to a particular level. AC cou- 
pling networks at the input and output of the VGA remove 
both applied offset and offset introduced by the VGA. 

The signal then passes into the Butterworth filter where 
high frequency noise components are attenuated, and boost is 
introduced for pulse slimming. The purpose of the boost is to 
shorten the non-zero pulse duration, making a 10 tap FIR filter 
sufficient for the rest of the equalization. If there were no FIR 
filter, or if the FIR filter’s tap weights were constrained to be 
symmetrical, the phase delay dispersion introduced by the 
Butterworth response would be a problem; as this is not the 
case, this phase delay dispersion is irrelevant. 

At the input of the FIR filter, the continuous time filter’s 
output is sampled with the recovered clock. This sampled sig- 
nal is made available to a two level quantizer; the result is the 
signal labeled x in fig. 1. This signal is necessary for the least 
mean squares (LMS) adaption technique used for the FIR tap 
weights. Ten FIR taps and a DC tap (used to remove all offsets 
referred to the A/D converter output) are summed. The tap 
weights are refreshed and updated periodically by the time- 
shared DAC. 
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Rotating Switch 
Matrix 

At the output of the FIR filter, the equalized signal is 
summed with the output of a five tap decision feedback equal- 
izer (DFE) which uses a delayed version of a symbol-by-sym- 
bo1 detector's output as its input. The same timeshared DAC 
mentioned earlier provides the tap weights for the DFE. The 
resulting summed signal, having the trailing undershoot char- 
acteristic of thin film heads cancelled by the DFE output is 
presented to the flash AID converter. 

The output of the flash A/D converter, referred to in fig. 1 as 
y ,  is used by the AGC loop, the tap weight adaptation cir- 
cuitry, and the DPLL in updating these decision directed feed- 
back loops. y is also used by the pole tip filters, both the 
analog DFE (for the trailing undershoot) and the digital DFE 
(for the leading undershoot) 

The leading pole tip filter is a DFE structure which pro- 
duces an inverted version of the leading pole tip undershoot. 
When this is added to an appropriately delayed version of y,  
the result (labelled y c )  is a signal from which the leading pole 
tip response has been cancelled. 

yc is used by the Viterbi detector for recovering the data, by 
the view DAC, and by the leading pole tip filter tap weight 
update mechanism. 

A.  The AGC Loop 

The digital AGC loop operates by integrating a gain error 
signal. The resulting integral is used to control the gain, and 
reaches steady state only when the mean gain error is reduced 
to zero. As the goal of the AGC loop is to force y values to 
become E ( +14 LSBs, 0, -14 LSBs), the gain error is defined 
as: 

gainerror = j e ,  (1) 

j = ( y > 7 )  - ( y < - 7 )  and (2) 
e = y - 1 4 9 .  (3) 

vga,  + = vga,  - gug x gainerror, . (4) 

where: 

With gainerror defined, the equation for updating the gain 
control value, vga, is written as: 

Where gug (for gain update gain) is a programmable AGC 
loop bandwidth control. 

B. The Analog FIR Filter 

The analog FIR filter, shown in fig.2, samples input signals 
into sequentially addressed, offset cancelled sample-and-hold 

Xn-l 

Xn-10 

j = O  

Fig. 3. Quantization noise sources before the FIR (digital FIR) vs after the FIR 
(analog FIR). 

( S E I )  cells. The outputs of these S/H cells are passed through 
a rotating switch matrix. The outputs of the rotating switch 
matrix appear as though they were generated by passing a sig- 
nal through an analog delay line, but without the cumulative 
errors such a technique generates. These outputs are multi- 
plied by the tap weights, using analog multipliers; the prod- 
ucts are summed together. 

One important difference between an analog and a digital 
FIR filter, is that quantization noise is added before a digital 
FIR filter, rather than afterwards. This is illustrated in fig.3. 

The gain which the white quantization noise undergoes in 
the digital FIR filter is: 

(5) 

In order to make a fair comparison between the two cases, it 
will be necessary to normalize the tap weights so that the peak 
signal level in and out of the FIR filter at the sampling times is 
the same. This would imply that the two A/D converters 
shown in fig. 3 could use the same range, and with the same 
number of quantization levels, produce the same amount of 
quantization noise. In fig. 4, Gnoisris plotted versus user bit 
density (UBD, defined in (16)). The tap weight vectors used in 
this plot were generated by adapting a 10 tap FIR filter to a 
signal generated by convolving an 819 density coded random 
data stream with a 50% Lorentzian, 50% Gaussian isolated 
pulse shape, and filtering the resulting signal with a fourth 
order Butterworth filter having a corner frequency at 37% of 
the symbol rate, and a single right half plane zero providing 7 
db of boost. Note that for UBD=2, a noise gain of 4.35 db is 

1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
UBD 

Fig. 4. Quantization noise gain produced by a 10 tap digital FIR vs user bit 
density. 
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produced, which means that an additional 0.725 bits of resolu- Y 
tion are required in the A/D conversion process. 

the FIR tap weights is: 

Phase Detector 
The update equation for the LMS algorithm used to adapt 

a .  J , n + l  = a j , n - t W w X n - j X e n  , (6) 
where: mug (for tap weight update gain) is a programmable 
adaptation bandwidth control, and x (shown in fig. 1) is a two 
level quantized Version of the signal present at the input to the 
FIR filter. 

Equally spaced 
phases from Synthesizer 

Fig. 6. A simplified block diagram of the DPLL. 

C. The Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE) 

The analog DFE consists of five taps into a shift register, 
with the five single bit signals controlling the switching of a 
positive or negative reference voltage into five analog multi- 
pliers. The five products are summed to produce the output. 

The update equation for the algorithm used to adapt the 
DFE tap weights is: 

b j , n + l  = b .  .l, n - t w u g x d n - j x e n  , (7) 
where d is the delayed output of the symbol-by-symbol detec- 
tor, and is also the input to the DFE. 

D. The Flash A/D Converter 

The flash A/D converter contains 37 offset cancelled com- 
parators, slicing at levels of {-18, -17, ... ,18}. The comparator 
outputs are demetastabilized and encoded into two’s comple- 
ment binary. 

The number of quantization levels was chosen to minimize 
power and area while impacting system performance very lit- 
tle. The total noise power coming out of the A/D converter is 

The noise power produced by the ADC ( in square LSBs ) is 
1/12, while the total noise power, if the bit error rate is BER, 
and a Viterbi detector is to be used can be determined by solv- 
ing (9) for Ntotal. 

(9) 

where L is the number of quantization levels between 0 and 
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L, #of  Quantization Levels from 0 to Peak 

equalized peak signal levels. Substituting Ntotal back into (8), 
and solving for Ntot(ll/Nother we get: 

2 
Ntotal/Nother = 6L2/  ( 6L2 - [ Q-’ (BER/2) J ) , (10) 

which is the actual increase in noise power caused by the 
ADC quantization noise. This is plotted in figure 5 for three 
bit error rates. 

As L=14 for this device, fig. 5 shows that 0.135 db of sys- 
tem performance degradation is caused by the ADC quantiza- 
tion noise when the total noise is sufficient to cause a BER of 
1E-9. 

E. The Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) 

The DPLL used for clock recovery (fig. 6) consists of a dig- 
ital phase detector, a digital loop filter, an additional integrator 
acting as a digital “VCO”, and a phase mixer. The phase 
detector’s operation can be described by: 

pen = e n - 1 x s g n ( 9 n - 9 n - 2 )  . (11) 

Where pe is the phase error, which is integrated in the fre- 
quency register with a gain of f u g  (for frequency update gain) 
applied. This integration models the capacitor in an analog 
loop filter. The other path, in which pe is multiplied by phug 
(for phase update gain), models the resistor in an analog loop 
filter. 

The phase mixer produces one of 72 possible equally 
spaced clock phases under the control of the phase register. 
The quantization noise in the time domain produced by the 
discrete nature of this process is translated into an amplitude 
error when the recovered clock is used for sampling at the FIR 
input. The noise power produced can be quantified as: 

2 - Nsampling - Njitter x E [s lope 1 . (12) 

Njitter (in clock-cycles squared) arising from the discrete-time 
nature of the phase mixer is: 

(13) 
If the signal slope (in units of LSBsIclock-cycle) through a 
sampling point is approximated as: 

Njitter = 1 / ( 12 x 722) 

slopen - 1 = L ( 9 ,  - 9 ,  - 2)  1 (14) 

then, assuming random data, 
E [ s l o p e 2 ]  = L 2 ( ( 0 )  (-) 2 + 2  2 2  ( - )  + 1  2 4  ( - ) )  . (15) 

8 8 8 
Fig. 5. Impact of quantization on the SNR present at the A/D converter output. Substituting (13) and (15) back into (12), the rms noise 
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caused by the quantized time effects is 0.069 LSBs, which is 
less than one fourth of the noise caused by ADC quantization. 

F: The Leading Edge Undershoot Filter (LEUF) 

The LEUF is a four tap transversal digital filter which uses 
the single bit output of the symbol-by-symbol detector as its 
input. Adaptivity is accomplished using a time-shared proces- 
sor which estimates the correlation between the error in the yc 
signal and the signal at the tap on which it is working. If the 
correlation is small, the tap remains unchanged; if sufficiently 
large, the tap is incremented or decremented. 

G. LQyout 

Layout quality is critical in making it possible to operate at 
high speeds and low power. The FIR filter and the flash A/D 
utilize elements which are carefully hand laid out and then 
repeated periodically. Critical digital speed path circuits, such 
as the AGC control, the tap weight processors, the DPLL, 
LEUF, and the ENDEC, were autorouted individually, and 
made use of customized adders. Only non-speed-critical ele- 
ments were autorouted in the final assembly job. Fig. 7 is a 
microphotograph of the device. 

111. READ CHANNEL SIMULATIONS 

The simulator which was used for these simulations links 
and schedules the use of C-language modules. All of the 
blocks in fig. 1 except for the ENDEC, the Viterbi detector, 
and the view DAC were included in the simulations. The 
width of digital busses, rounding, the number of bits in each 
DAC and in the ADC, the timeshared nature of the adaptation 
processors, latency in each element, and the discrete-time 
nature of the recovered clock are all modeled faithfully. 

The input signals used for the simulations were generated 
by adding white gaussian noise to the convolution of a pulse 
shape with a data stream generated by 819 (0,4,4) coding and 

~ ~ _ _ _  
Fig. 7. A microphotograph of the chip. 
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Fig. 8. Idealized pulse shapes used for thin film and jmagnetoresistive head 
simulations. 

precoding of a scrambled data stream. A 50%-50% mix of 
Lorentzian and Gaussian pulse shape with no amplitude asym- 
metry was used to model an MR head response. The thin film 
head response is modeled as the same shape with leading and 
trailing undershoots having the same shape and with ampli- 
tudes of 12 and 10% respectively. These pulse shapes are 
shown in fig. 8. 

Unless otherwise denoted, the simulations were performed 
with a P W 5 C  of 2.0 and with the Butterworth filter corner 
frequency set to 37% of the symbol rate with a single right 
half plane zero providing 7 db of boost. The term “input SNR’ 
is used to denote the SNR of the input signal with both the sig- 
nal and the noise bandlimited to one half of the symbol rate, 
while the term “detection SNR’ is used to denote the ratio of 
signal to noise at the input to the Viterbi detector times the 
detection gain of the Viterbi detector, calculated as a function 
of the autocorrelation of the error signal present there [6]. This 
improvement due to the Viterbi detector is typically between 
2.2 and 2.8 db. The signal component of the detection SNR is 
calculated based on an assumed ones density of 50%, rather 
than the slightly higher density caused by the block code. 

A. Read Channel 

The simulation results presented in fig. 9 display the perfor- 
mance of the entire read channel for both MR and thin film 
heads at a variety of user bit densities. User bit density for an 
819 density code is: 

pw.50 8 UBD = - x -  . 
T 9  

B. AGC Loop Dynamics 

The dynamics of the AGC loop were studied by inserting 
+2db and -2db steps into the input signal. Fig. 10 shows the 
results for each of the three programmable AGC loop band- 
widths. 

C. FIR Adaptation 

Speed for the FIR adaptation was studied by forcing the 
adaptive tap weights to zero and watching the tap weight and 
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Fig. 9. Detection SNR vs Input SNR at a variety of user bit densities. (a) MR 
heads (b) thin film heads. 
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Fig. 10. Response of AGC loop to simulated +2db and -2db steps in input sig- 
nal amplitude for the 3 programmable AGC loop bandwidths. 
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Fig. : 12. Detection SNR vs number of symbols. 
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Fig. 13. Response of DPLL to a phase hit of magnitude 0.1875 symbol inter- 
vals. (a) phase (b) frequency register 
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Fig. 14. Zero phase start for 100 different starting phases and no initial gain 
Fig. : 1 1. Adaptation of taps number: 1,2,  5 and 6 vs number of symbols. error and 0.5% initial frequency error 
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Fig. 15. Gain acquisition during zero phase start for initial gain errors of: -6, - 
4, -2,0, 2,4, and 6 db. 

SNR transients which resulted. These are shown in fig. 11-12. 

D. Digital PLL Dynamics 

DPLL dynamics were excited by introducing a phase step 
of 0.1875 symbol intervals into the input signal. The resulting 
phase and frequency transients were plotted in fig. 13. 

E. Zero Phase Start 

In order to quickly acquire phase, frequency, and gain at the 
beginning of a new read event, both the AGC and DPLL use 
higher than normal adaptation bandwidths for a short time at 
the beginning of each read event. In addition, an estimate of 
the initial phase error is made and used to correct the phase 
error at the very beginning of each read event. In fig. 14, 100 
simulation results using different initial phases were overlaid. 
These simulations included an initial frequency error of 0.5%. 

In a another set of simulations, initial gain errors from -6 db 
to +6db caused gain transients shown in fig. 15. 

Iv. READ CHANNEL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Those results shown in this section which are not oscillo- 
scope traces were obtained by reading register contents back 
from the device with the help of a PC and software custom- 
ized for driving the device’s serial interface in a manner syn- 

12 14 16 18 
Input SNR (db) 

Fig. 16. Measured BER vs Input SNR at a variety of user bit densities and 
MR heads. 
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Fig. 17. Measured detection SNR vs input SNR at a variety of data rates for 
MR heads at a user bit density of 2.0. 

chronous to the read events. Slow transient events (e.g. FIR 
adaptation) were studied by reading the relevant register val- 
ues back after each successive read event. Faster transient 
events were studied by repeating the event periodically, read- 
ing the relevant registers after each read event and computing 
an average just to obtain a single data point; this process was 
repeated after increasing the width of the read event in order 
to obtain a second data point, and so on. 

In all cases, the input signals used were generated in the 
same way as those used by the simulator, with the addition of 
an arbitrary waveform generator. 

A. Read Channel 

In this section, the input signal was corrupted by the addi- 
tion of white gaussian noise generated by a Noise Com model 
NC6107 noise, generator. Fig. 16 shows the measured BER for 
MR heads at a variety of user bit densities. 

In order to gauge how well performance is maintained at 
higher speeds. the detection SNR (using MR heads and a user 
bit density of 1.77) was measured as a function of input SNR 
for a variety of data rates. The results obtained were plotted as 
fig. 17. 

B. AGC Loop Dynamics 

Measurements of the AGC loop dynamics were made by 
using an input signal with an amplitude step of +2db and 
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Fig. 18. Measured response of AGC loop to +2db and -2db steps in input sig- 
nal amplitude for the 3 programmable AGC loop bandwidths. 
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Fig. 19. Adaptation of taps number: 1 ,2 ,5  and 6 vs number of symbols. 
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Fig. 20. SNR vs number of symbols after all adaptive tap weights were 
zeroed at start of simulation. 

another amplitude step of -2db. The results are shown in 
fig.18. 

C. FIR Adaptation 

Measured results showing four of the FIR tap weights set- 
tling out after all of the tap weights were programmed to zero 
are shown in fig. 19. 

The detection S N R  measured during the same experiment is 
plotted in fig. 20. As the actual Viterbi detector contribution 
depends on the autocorrelation function of the error sequence, 
and this is not actually monitored on chip, an estimate of 2.4 
db was added to the raw SNR in order to calculate the detec- 
tion SNR. 

D. Digital PLL Dynamics 

The response of the DPLL to a phase step was measured by 
introducing a phase step of 0.1875 symbol intervals into the 
input signal. The frequency register contents as a function of 
time were read from the device via the serial interface, while 
the phase measurements were made between the recovered 
clock and the arbitrary waveform generator's master clock. 
These plots are shown in fig. 21. 

E. Zero Phase Start 

Fig. 22 is a persistence mode sampling oscilloscope capture 
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Fig. 21. Response of DPLL to a phase hit of magnitude 0.1875 symbols. Fre- 
quency register (a) and phase (b) are plotted versus number of symbols for 
three of the nine possible loop filter settings. 

of the FIR filter output at the beginning of a read event. The 
oscilloscope was triggered synchronously to the input signal, 
while the reference clock was asynchronous to the input sig- 
nal. 

Fig. 23 was generated by forcing the VGA register to levels 
representing gain errors from -6 db to +6 db after each read 
event. The resulting gain transients were captured via the 
serial interface. 

t . . . . , . . . . , . . . . ,  . . . .  . f  . .  . . . . , . ,  I . . , . . . . . . . l . . I  

Fig. 22. persistence mode sampling oscilloscope capture of zero phase start 
with a 0.5% initial frequency error. 
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Fig. 23. Gain acquisition during zero phase start for initial gain errors of: -6, - 
4, -2, 0, 2, 4, and 6 db. 

E Flush A/D Converter 

Flash A/D converter outputs were captured via the serial 
interface for a variety of input signal frequencies. An arbitrary 
waveform generator was used to generate full scale input sig- 
nals at frequencies which were exact multiples of the Fourier 
frequency for the entire capture of 1024 samples so that Fou- 
rier analyses could be done without spectral smearing. 

In fig. 24, the S/N, the S R I ,  and the S/(N+D) was plotted as 
a function of input signal frequency. In calculating THD, har- 
monics up to the fifth were considered. Note that in the many 
cases where harmonic frequencies were above the 5 11 th FFT 
bin, the bin number to which that harmonic energy had been 
folded was calculated so that the THD could be calculated 
correctly. 

v. WEIGHTED AVERAGING SERVO DEMODULATION 

Weighted averaging servo demodulation, illustrated in 
fig.25 is a simple technique which uses a high speed peak 
detector (which would be needed in any event to close the 
servo AGC loop), resistor, a number of storage capacitors, and 
a timer. In the implementation described here, two peak detec- 
tors are used, responsive to positive and negative peaks, 
respectively. At the beginning of each servo strobe, during a 
short interval determined by the timer, a selected one of the 

20 30 40 50 
Input Signal Frequency (MHz) 

Fig. 24. S / N ,  S/D, and S/(N+D) vs input signal frequency, with the A/D r u ~  
ning at 100MHz. 

storage capacitors is precharged to the output of the summer, 
which is the sum of a positive and a negative peak. Subse- 
quently, during the rest of the servo strobe, the storage capaci- 
tor is connected to the summer output through the resistor. At 
the end of the servo strobe, when the capacitor is once again 
isolated from the summer, the voltage stored on the capacitor 
represents a weighted sum of the peak signal levels which 
occurred during the servo strobe time, as stated in (17), where 
burst is the demodulator output, peakj is the magnitude of the 
jth peak, N is the number of peaks within the strobe, and w is 
the weighting function. 

N -  1 

burst = wjpeukj (17) 
j = O  

The duration of the precharge interval must be sufficiently 
long to ensure the both a positive and a negative peak have 
been detected; beyond that, further precharging simply sub- 
tracts from the amount of time available for averaging during 
the (fixed) servo strobe time. It is therefore necessary to con- 
trol the duration of the precharge timer closely. 

The time constant during averaging must also be well con- 
trolled. It should be clear that for very long time constants, the 
result would depend almost entirely upon the peak levels 
present at the end of the precharge interval. Conversely, for 
very short time constants, the result depends almost entirely 
on the peak levels present at the end of the servo strobe. In 
both cases, little averaging is accomplished, and the demodu- 
lation noise is not improved over what is present at the sum- 
mer output. The actual improvement over what is present at 
the peak detector outputs can be calculated if the assumption 
is made that the peaks are corrupted with uncorrelated noise 
samples with standard deviation ope&, resulting in (18). Note 

that a factor of two is normalized out of the calculation 
because the process of summing the positive and negative 
peaks naturally yields a gain of two. The largest reduction in 
demodulation noise would occur if each element in w had the 
same value, 2/N, in this case, the demodulation noise gain 
would be IldN. While this cannot be achieved with the cir- 
cuitry shown in fig. 25, the noise reduction for the optimum 
time constant is close to this bound. 

Some simplifying assumptions allow the calculation of w: 
1.) the burst (of length N/2 periods of the input sine wave) 

Burst 1 

Precharge 

Detect 

Negative 
Peak 

Detect 

Fig. 25. Weighted averaging amplitude demodulation. 
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Fig. 26. Weighted averaging weights, w, for N=16, and ROT=8.1. 
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begins at peako and ends at peakN; 2.) each peak detector pro- 
duces a sampled and held output which changes only at peak 
times; 3.) the precharge interval lasts exactly from p e d o  to 
just before peak2. As the RC filter is a linear system, it is pos- 
sible to consider the response to a single peak detector output 
pulse, starting at time j and ending at time j+2, having a level 
of peakj between these times and zero elsewhere, resulting in 
(20), where T i s  the time between peaks, and ‘T is RC. The first 

- ~ T / T  - ( N -  ( j + 2 ) ) T / ~  
wj = ( 1 - e  > e  , (20) 

term in (20) corresponds to the amount the RC filter charged 
up towards peakj during the time between j and j+2, while the 
second term corresponds to the amount the RC filter decayed 
towards zero during the interval between j+2 and N. 

Peaks 0 and 1 must be handled slightly differently because 
of the precharging; peak N-1 must be handled differently 
because the strobe ends before peak N-1 ends. The weights 
associated with these peaks are given in (21-23). Fig. 26 

- ( N -  2 )  T/T  wo = e 
- ( N -  3) T / T  w 1  = e 

- T/z w ~ - ~  = 1 - e  

shows w for N=16 and z=8.1T. If the noise gain for the 
weighted averaging process, as defined in (1 8) is plotted as a 
function of 2, the result is a broad optimum, as shown in fig. 
27. 

A. Simulated Results 

While the foregoing analysis shows that weighted averag- 
ing gives large improvements over simple peak detection, it 
was necessary to make an unhappily large number of assump- 
tions in order to make the problem analytically tractable; also, 
the question of how weighted averaging stacks up against 
integration was not resolved. 

A timestep simulator was used to investigate this issue. An 
input signal with addative white gaussian noise was passed 
through a low pass filter and through models of both weighted 
sum and integration based amplitude demodulators. The low 
pass filter was a 4th order non-canonical linear phase filter 

4 5 6 7 8 9  

Fig. 27. Noise gain vs ‘T for N=16 (strobe asserted for 8 periods). 
Normalized Time Constant (ROT) 

(one of the settings available on the device) set to a -3db fre- 
quency 120% of the frequency of the input sinusoid. The 
model for the peak detectors used in the weighted sum demod- 
ulation was substantially more accurate than the “sample and 
hold” model used in the previous analysis. The model for the 
integration based demodulator was an ideal integrator inte- 
grating throughout the strobe time. One hundred servo bursts 
were processed by both models with independent noise for 
each burst. The results were converted to a position error sig- 
nal (PES), using the definition in (24). The rms component of 

burst2j - burst2j+ 

( burst2j + burst2j + 

PES. = 0.5 x ) (24) J 

the PES signal for both demodulators is plotted in fig. 29 as a 
function of input SNR for a near-optimum value of o (8.1T). 
In fig. 28, the rms component of the PES signal is plotted as a 
function of z for an input SNR of 14 db. 

B. Experimental Results 

Experimental results for the weighted averaging demodula- 
tion circuitry were obtained by adding white gaussian noise to 
a servo signal consisting of a 100% AGC field followed by 
two 50% servo bursts. Each burst consisted of 10 cycles of a 
lOMHz sinusoid; the filter was programmed for linear phase 
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Fig. 28. PES rms vs weighted averaging time constant for N=16 and input 
SNR=14 db. 
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Fig 29 Simulated performance companson of weighted averaging and inte- 
grating servo amplitude demodulation 
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operation and a -3db frequency of 12MHz. The precharging 
timer was programmed to 170ns, and the weighted averaging 
time constant was programmed to 45011s. The results are plot- 
ted in fig. 30. 

VI. SUMMARY 

An area and power efficient 82 Mbps read channel device 
has been described. The decision directed algorithms used for 
adapting the characteristics of the device to the head and 
media characteristics were presented. Extensive simulation 
results were compared to experimentally obtained data. 

An unusual method of servo demodulation, combining the 
best features of integration and peak detection was described. 
Both experimentally obtained results and simulator based 
results were presented. 
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